NOTICE

NIELIT/HDW/2018/TRG/12

All the candidates of ‘O’/ ‘A’ Level course (OL 007, OL 008, AL 003) batches must fill their online examination form latest by 12.06.2020.

Students who belong to SC/ST category may submit their back-exam fee (Rs. 750/- per module) in the account of NIELIT Haridwar so that NIELIT Haridwar may make consolidated payment towards their examination fee for backlog as well as fresh modules.

Students who belong to GEN/OBC category and have not cleared their dues towards course fee, may submit fee latest by 12.06.2020.

Students who do not fill form or clear dues in time may not be allowed to appear in examination. No further query will be entertained in this regard.

(Varun Mishra)
Head(Trg)
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